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Gene expression

Some gene products are necessary only some of the 
time, e.g.
– In response to environmental stimuli, e.g.

• Presence (or absence) of certain foods or toxins
• Temperature change (heat shock, freezing)

– In response to life events, e.g.
• Reproduction
• Fending off predators or pathogens

Expression of a gene is creation of its product 
– Gene expression is regulated.
– [NB: recall transcription is always 5' → 3']

Most genes are not expressed
at a particular time

Particularly true of multicellular organisms.  e.g. Heart 
genes are not expressed in brain cells
Even in prokaryotes, many genes are not expressed 
under “regular” circumstances
– Of the 4279 genes in E. coli, only about 2600 (~60%) are 

expressed in standard laboratory conditions  
– Only about 350 genes are expressed at more than 100 copies 

(i.e. molecules!) per cell, making up 90% of the total protein.

Transcription and translation are energetically 
expensive.  Don't do them unless you have to.
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Some genes are 
always expressed

Certain key genes are made at all times under all 
circumstances.
– E.g. Ribosomal proteins, tRNAs, RNA polymerase, glycolysis 

enzymes
– These are called constitutive genes.

Other genes are made only at certain times or in certain 
conditions.
– These are under the control of regulatory apparatus, and can be 

expressed in widely varying amounts (called levels) 
– These genes are called inducible genes.

Two ways to 
regulate metabolism

We saw last week that metabolism could be regulated 
by changing the activity of an enzyme (e.g. allosteric 
regulation)
Metabolism can also be regulated by changing the 
concentration of an enzyme. 
– This is accomplished primarily by regulation of the rate of 

synthesis of the enzyme, that is, of gene expression
– Rate of degradation is also under cellular control, although it is 

less specific.

Expression regulation

Portions of DNA upstream of the coding region
contain specific sequences called transcription factor 
binding sites that are recognized by transcription 
factors (TFs).  
The binding of TFs to TF binding sites controls the 
expression of a gene.

tataattacctgaactagacatgattaacgctaagctcttac
start of transcription

coding sequenceupstream region

transcription factor 
binding site
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Operons

In prokaryotes (but not eukaryotes), genes are 
organized into functional groupings called operons
– Operons consist of two or more adjacent coding regions that are 

controlled by the same transcription factor. 
The genes in an operon 
are transcribed together
– Sometimes as a single 

mRNA that is cleaved at
translation time.  
This is polycistronic.

Transcription factor binding sites

Transcription factors and their binding sites come in 
several varieties:
– Promoters are required for RNA polymerase to bind and begin 

transcription.  The promoter binding site is often a TATAAT 
~10bp upstream of the start of transcription.

– Activators are proteins that interact with the polymerase and 
tend to increase the likelihood of transcription.

– Repressors are proteins that interact with the polymerase and 
tend to decrease the likelihood of transcription.

Activators and repressors bind to sites near the 
promoter in a region called the operator

Catabolite-regulated operons

Simple example of gene regulation.
General form of regulation of enzymes that catalyze 
energy metabolism.
– Consists of one regulatory gene (that codes for a transcription 

factor) and several enzymes (called structural genes).
In many situations, the regulatory gene is an repressor
of expression, and de-repression is necessary for the 
operon to be expressed.
Classic example is the Lac operon in E. coli.
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The Lac Operon

The Lac genes code for three proteins that help 
catabolize lactose 
– By increasing the permeability of the cell wall to it and 

enzymatically converting it to glucose.

The Lac repressor, since it has no operator, is 
constitutively expressed.  
It binds to the operator upstream of the structural genes 
(Lac Z, Y, and A), inhibiting their expression

LacZ     LacY    LacALac Repressor P  operatorP 
Repress
or

Turning on Lac

Two events are necessary to turn on the Lac operon:
– Insufficient levels of glucose.  When not enough energy is 

available to catalyze the production of ATP, cyclic AMP
(cAMP) levels begin to rise.  cAMP binds to a protein called 
catabolite activator protein (CAP), which is an activator Lac and 
several other related operons.

– The presence of lactose (or, similarly, allolactose), which binds 
to the repressor and inhibits its ability to bind to the operator, 
thereby de-repressing the operon.

When both of these conditions hold expression of the 
operon goes up 50x

Lac expression picture

LacZ     LacY    LacALac Repressor P  operatorP 

Repress
or

Lactose

CAP
cAM
P

RNA 
polymerase
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The Trp operon

More complexity: attenuation regulation
– A region inside the gene product itself plays a role in regulation 

of its expression
Trp operon codes for enzymes involved in the 
synthesis of the amino acid tryptophan.
One mode of regulation is like Lac.
– Repressor gene whose activity is enhanced when it is bound to 

Trp itself.  Trp is called a co-repressor.

Repress
or

TrpC     TrpB    TrpAP  operator TrpL     TrpE    TrpD

Trp

Attenuation

Start of the operon is a non-functional “leader,” TrpL, 
containing several Trp codons in a row; called the 
attenuation region.
When a lot of Trp tRNAs is present, the leader region 
is synthesized quickly, causing the mRNA for the rest 
of the operon to form a secondary structure that 
impedes translation

TrpC     TrpB    TrpAP  operator TrpL     TrpE    TrpD

attenuation region

Release of attenuation

When there isn't much Trp tRNA, then the translation 
of the leader stalls, allowing an alternate RNA 
secondary structure which facilitates the 
transcription of the
rest of the operon.
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Regulation by phosphorylation

Rare in prokaryotes, but very common in Eukaryotes.  
Regulates nitrogen metabolism in E. coli
– The regulation of glutamine synthetase is controlled by the 

phosphorylation of a protein called ntrC.  ntrC-phophate (but not 
ntrC) promotes the transcription of the synthetase.

– A cascade of reactions, depending on the ratio of -
ketoglutarate to glutamine ends up phosphorylating ntrC.

nitrogen
deficency

ratio of
α-ketoglutarate

to glutamine
rises 

uridylating
enzyme

activated

forms
PII-UMP

causes
PII 

subunit to
dissociate
from ntrB

Activates
kinase 

activity of
ntrB

forms ntrC
phosphate

Kinds of regulation

Positive regulation is when the binding of a regulatory 
protein to DNA causes an operon to be expressed (e.g. 
CAP).
Negative regulation is when the binding of a regulatory 
protein to DNA prevents an operon from being 
expressed (e.g. Lac repressor)
Inducible regulators do their thing when bound to their 
ligand (e.g. Trp repressor)
Repressible regulators stop doing their thing when 
bound to their ligand (e.g. Lac repressor)

A genetic switch

Mark Ptashne's wonderful book, and an interesting 
study in genetic regulation.
Study of how Phage Lambda infection of E. coli can 
take two courses
– Lysogenic phase: incorporates the phage DNA into the host 

DNA.  Incorporated virus is called prophage.
– Lytic phase: makes many copies of the phage DNA and kills 

the cell, releasing lots of virus
Genetic switch is how lysogenic phase changes to lytic 
phase.
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Lambda Genes

We will focus on two lambda genes, cro & cI. They 
are adjacent, but on opposite strands with a three part 
operator in the middle.  Two promotor binding sites 
overlap the operator

cI encodes a protein called Lambda repressor. CRO 
encode a protein that controls the repressor (and other 
genes)

clcro O1 O2 O3

PRM PR

Lambda proteins

Repressor is dumbell shaped, and can dimerize with 
itself.  As concentration increases, a larger proportion 
are dimerized 

CRO is globular, and also dimerizes

Repressor's Regulatory Role (1)

Repressor negatively controls CRO at O2
– When repressor is bound to O2 it prevents transcription of CRO 

by preventing RNA polymerase from binding to PRM. 
Repressor positively controls itself at O2
– When bound to O2, it promotes it's own transcription (cI)

cIcro O1 O2 O3

PR PRM
RNA 
PolymeraseX
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Repressor's Regulatory Role (2)

Repressor negatively controls CRO at O1
– When repressor is bound to O2 it prevents transcription of CRO 

by preventing RNA polymerase from binding to PRM. 
Repressor has no effect on itself  (cI) at O1

cIcro O1 O2 O3

PRM PR

X

Repressor's Regulatory Role (3)

Repressor has no effect on CRO at O3
Repressor has blocks transcription of itself  (cI) at O3

cIcro O1 O2 O3

PRM PR

X

Relative binding affinities

Repressor protein has a strong affinity for O1, 
moderate for O2, and weak for O3.  
Depending on concentration of Repressor, first O1 is 
filled, then O2, with O3 last.
In the lysogenic phase, O1 and O2 are bound about 
90% of the time, and all three about 10%

cIcro O1 O2 O3
PR PRM

cIcro O1 O2 O3
PR PRM

90% 10%
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Lysogenic phase transcription

Repressor turns on its own synthesis, and prevents the 
synthesis of CRO
If repressor concentration gets very high, it binds to 
site O3, and shuts off its own synthesis.
The lysogenic phase is marked by high concentration 
of repressor, and low concentration of CRO.

Flipping the Switch

Exposure to UV light causes a dramatic change in the 
expression patterns of the lambda genes
UV light activates a bacterial protein called recA.  
recA is primarily a DNA repair enzyme, but it also has 
the effect of cleaving the repressor molecule

activated recA

Repressor and CRO trade roles

As repressor proteins get cleaved, they lose their 
ability to bind to DNA.  
– The transcription of CRO is de-repressed
– The transcription of repressor itself is no longer activated, so

less repressor is produced
As CRO is produced, it binds to O1, O2 and O3 as well, 
but with reversed binding affinity

cIcro O1 O2 O3

PRM PR
RNA 
Polymerase
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CRO's Regulatory role

At first, CRO binds O3, shutting off synthesis of cI 
more completely
Then, as its concentration increases, it binds to O2, 
increasing its own transcription
When concentration gets very high, it binds to O1, 
shutting off its own transcription.

cIcro O1 O2 O3

PRM PR
RNA 
Polymerase

Cooperativity

In lysogeny, repressor concentrations are very high 
(1000x minimum for any CRO repression)
– The high level of expression of repressor means that it takes a 

large drop in repressor concentration to flip the switch (random
fluctuations do nothing)

Once the concentration drops enough (about 5x) then 
the modest induction of CRO  rapidly reverses the 
whole process.
This cooperativity allows a relatively mild change in 
concentrations to reliably cause a dramatic flip in gene 
expression. 


